SHIELDING GARMENTS
UPPER BODY SHIELD
Magnetic Shielding You Can Wear!
Attention pacemaker wearers, welders
and anyone wanting to shield their
upper body from magnetic fields! The
Upper Body Shield does exactly that. Composed of individual metal
links which give good flexibility and plenty of air circulation. Provides
about a measurable ~50% reduction of AC and
DC magnetic field!
Made with 10mm diameter, shiny galvanized,
16g round mild steel rings which are butted
closed. You can easily move/remove links. For
example, if you don’t need the head covering, you could move those
links to achieve more shoulder or heart coverage. Or you could use
removed material to double up the shielding in desired places. Keep it
dry as it will rust! You should probably wear a fabric liner under the
shield, to minimize direct skin contact. It has some weight to it, just
over 6 pounds. One size fits all. Don't be fooled by the medieval look.
This is a thoroughly modern solution to a thoroughly modern problem!
Upper Body Shield (Cat. #Q279) ……………………………… $69.95

LADIES FASHION HAT
With Shielded Lining
No one said you have to give up looking
fashionable to enjoy EMF shielding. This
stylish women’s soft hat is perfect for
cool weather. 50% Wool 47% Polyester
3% Lycra, with a 100% silver coated
mesh lining. Browns and gray plaid tones
(which may vary from pictures depending
on availability), goes well with most outfits. Blocks
radiofrequency radiation (cell phones, wifi, TV and radio
broadcasts, for example) at 35dB from 30 MHz-3000 MHz.
Can be worn indoors or out. Includes elastic for a better fit. Hand wash, sparingly.
Ladies Fashion Hat (Cat. #Q268) …………. $59.95

HEADNET
Protects The Entire Head, Including Ears And Neck!
Shielding your head just got easier. Slip this sheer
and roomy headnet over a wide brimmed hat (to
keep it off your face) and it will provide 99.7%
shielding across the frequency range 10MHz – 3GHz
and >94% at 5.6GHz. These frequencies include WiFi, Cordless phones, phone masts, mobile phones
and even TV and radio broadcasts.
This extreme high shielding head net is made from
'Silver Supershield' double Silver-plated Nylon…
providing the highest level of microwave shielding.
Draw string at neck allows for comfortable closure. Quick to put on, easy to take off.
One size fits all. (Hat not included, shown for illustrative purposes only)
The highest shielding headnet on the market! Headnet (Cat. #Q252) …………… $79.95
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